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EARLY HISTORYEARLY HISTORY

The discovery of microwaves occurred in 1886 The discovery of microwaves occurred in 1886 
from the experiments of Heinrich Hertz.  He was from the experiments of Heinrich Hertz.  He was 
the first to demonstrate the transmission and the first to demonstrate the transmission and 
reflection of radio waves from various objects.reflection of radio waves from various objects.
An important discovery was then made in 1894 An important discovery was then made in 1894 
by Sir Oliver George, which was the waveguide.by Sir Oliver George, which was the waveguide.
Early signal sources were positive grid oscillators, Early signal sources were positive grid oscillators, 
developed by Barkhauser, and split anode developed by Barkhauser, and split anode 
magnetrons, developed by Hull and others.magnetrons, developed by Hull and others.
Not until WW II did microwaves receive the Not until WW II did microwaves receive the 
attention they deserved.attention they deserved.
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EARLY HISTORY, cont.EARLY HISTORY, cont.

In 1897, J. C. Bose carried out research in In 1897, J. C. Bose carried out research in 
Calcutta at millimeter wavelengths.  He used Calcutta at millimeter wavelengths.  He used 
waveguides, horn antennas, dielectric lenses, waveguides, horn antennas, dielectric lenses, 
various polarizers, and even semiconductors at various polarizers, and even semiconductors at 
frequencies as high as 60 ghz.frequencies as high as 60 ghz.
Much of his original equipment is still in Much of his original equipment is still in 
existence, now at the Bose Institute in Calcutta.  existence, now at the Bose Institute in Calcutta.  
Some concepts from his original 1897 papers Some concepts from his original 1897 papers 
have been incorporated into a new 1.3have been incorporated into a new 1.3--mm mm 
multimulti--beam receiver now in use on the NRAO 12 beam receiver now in use on the NRAO 12 
MeterTelescope.MeterTelescope.
Later he studied the response of plants to Later he studied the response of plants to 
electromagnetic waves.electromagnetic waves.



THE KLYSTRONTHE KLYSTRON

The klystron was developed by Russel and Sigurd The klystron was developed by Russel and Sigurd 
Varian, with the help of Dr. William Hansen, an Varian, with the help of Dr. William Hansen, an 
associate professor at Stanford.  The Varian associate professor at Stanford.  The Varian 
brothers were unpaid research associates at brothers were unpaid research associates at 
Stanford, although Stanford did give them a Stanford, although Stanford did give them a 
budget of $100 for lab equipment.budget of $100 for lab equipment.
In 1938, Hansen published a paper on the In 1938, Hansen published a paper on the 
rhumbatron, a resonant microwave cavity which rhumbatron, a resonant microwave cavity which 
he developed.  After the Varian brothers learned he developed.  After the Varian brothers learned 
of it, they decided it was just what they needed of it, they decided it was just what they needed 
to produce electron bunching in a microwave to produce electron bunching in a microwave 
tube.  At the same time, they had to develop tube.  At the same time, they had to develop 
their own test equipment for microwave work.their own test equipment for microwave work.



MODEL “B” KLYSTRONMODEL “B” KLYSTRON

Now at the Smithsonian



EARLY WW II KLYSTRONSEARLY WW II KLYSTRONS



RADARRADAR

““It is doubtful that the development of any It is doubtful that the development of any 
electronic system is as confused by as many electronic system is as confused by as many 
unsubstantiated claims and conflicting and unsubstantiated claims and conflicting and 
confusing reports as that of radar.”confusing reports as that of radar.”
•• Capt. L.S. Howeth, USN, 1963, authorCapt. L.S. Howeth, USN, 1963, author

Radar is a word coined from a contraction of Radar is a word coined from a contraction of 
“Radio Detection and Ranging.” Prior to 1943 the “Radio Detection and Ranging.” Prior to 1943 the 
British called it “radiolocation” and “RDF”.  The British called it “radiolocation” and “RDF”.  The 
U.S. Army used the term “radio position finding.”  U.S. Army used the term “radio position finding.”  
All terms were used to define equipment that All terms were used to define equipment that 
could determine distance and position of an could determine distance and position of an 
object using a radio pulse, or CW doppler.object using a radio pulse, or CW doppler.



RADARRADAR

By Jan 1935, the U.S. had developed the first By Jan 1935, the U.S. had developed the first 
“true” radar.  The British had a working unit in “true” radar.  The British had a working unit in 
June 1935.  In Sept. 1936 the Russians and June 1935.  In Sept. 1936 the Russians and 
Germans had developed similar units, in function Germans had developed similar units, in function 
at least.  None knew what the other was doing, at least.  None knew what the other was doing, 
and in the U.S., even the Signal Corps and Navy and in the U.S., even the Signal Corps and Navy 
shared very little information.shared very little information.
It was not until the TIZARD mission brought the It was not until the TIZARD mission brought the 
cavity magnetron here in Sept. 1940 that the cavity magnetron here in Sept. 1940 that the 
British and Americans began working together.  British and Americans began working together.  
The magnetron was the breakthrough both The magnetron was the breakthrough both 
needed but the British needed more production needed but the British needed more production 
capability.capability.



EARLY RADAR SCREARLY RADAR SCR--268268



SCR 271 SCR 271 
EARLY WARNING RADAREARLY WARNING RADAR



E M EE M E
On Jan 10, 1946, the Evans Signal On Jan 10, 1946, the Evans Signal 
Laboratories of the U.S. Signal Corps Laboratories of the U.S. Signal Corps 
reflected a radar signal from the moon reflected a radar signal from the moon 
using a frequency of 111.6 mhz.  The using a frequency of 111.6 mhz.  The 
project was headed up by Lt. Col. John project was headed up by Lt. Col. John 
DeWitt, a ham who in 1922 had built DeWitt, a ham who in 1922 had built 
Nashville’s first broadcast station, WDAA.Nashville’s first broadcast station, WDAA.
The set used was an SCRThe set used was an SCR--271 early 271 early 
warning radar, with the receiver modified warning radar, with the receiver modified 
by Major E.H. Armstrong.  The set had no by Major E.H. Armstrong.  The set had no 
elevation adjustment, so could only be elevation adjustment, so could only be 
used at moonrise and moonset.used at moonrise and moonset.



AMATEUR EMEAMATEUR EME

On Jan 27, 1953, after 3 years of work, Ross On Jan 27, 1953, after 3 years of work, Ross 
Bateman, W4AO, and William Smith, W3GKP, Bateman, W4AO, and William Smith, W3GKP, 
sent the first amateur signals to the moon sent the first amateur signals to the moon 
and back, on 144 mhz.  The antenna array and back, on 144 mhz.  The antenna array 
was a hugh stackedwas a hugh stacked--rhombic.rhombic.
It was not until July, 1960, that W1BU and It was not until July, 1960, that W1BU and 
W6HB managed a twoW6HB managed a two--way contact on 1296 way contact on 1296 
mhz using the moon.  At each end, a 1000 mhz using the moon.  At each end, a 1000 
watt klystron was used as the final amp, and watt klystron was used as the final amp, and 
a Microwave  Assoc.  MA2a Microwave  Assoc.  MA2--1000 parametric 1000 parametric 
amplifier for receiving.amplifier for receiving.



EIMAC RADIO CLUB STATIONEIMAC RADIO CLUB STATION



ZURICH EME STATIONZURICH EME STATION



RADAR COMPONENTS RADAR COMPONENTS -- DIODESDIODES

Early microwave receivers used mixer tubes such Early microwave receivers used mixer tubes such 
as the Westinghouse 708A and the British CV58.  as the Westinghouse 708A and the British CV58.  
These were noisy, and degraded with frequency.These were noisy, and degraded with frequency.
George Southworth had found that the old “catGeorge Southworth had found that the old “cat--
whisker” detector was the best for use in his whisker” detector was the best for use in his 
waveguide experiments.  He asked Russell Ohl to waveguide experiments.  He asked Russell Ohl to 
make him some better diodes.make him some better diodes.
Out of this work, the 1N25, 1N21, 1N23, and Out of this work, the 1N25, 1N21, 1N23, and 
1N26 were developed early in WW II for 30, 10, 1N26 were developed early in WW II for 30, 10, 
3, and 1 cm wavelengths, respectively.  These 3, and 1 cm wavelengths, respectively.  These 
packages are still in use today.packages are still in use today.



MAGNETRONSMAGNETRONS
SplitSplit--anode magnetrons were developed in the anode magnetrons were developed in the 
1930’s in several countries, capable of 100 watts 1930’s in several countries, capable of 100 watts 
at 600 mhz.  These were later used as jamming at 600 mhz.  These were later used as jamming 
transmitters in WW II.  5J29 and 5J30 were transmitters in WW II.  5J29 and 5J30 were 
typical types.typical types.
By 1939, the British considered radar a priority By 1939, the British considered radar a priority 
for the expected war, but had not gotten any real for the expected war, but had not gotten any real 
transmit power above about 500 mhz with the transmit power above about 500 mhz with the 
available triodes.available triodes.
Henry Boot and John Randall at the Univ. of Henry Boot and John Randall at the Univ. of 
Birmingham were assigned the task of developing Birmingham were assigned the task of developing 
a tube with high peak power. a tube with high peak power. 



EARLY MAGNETRONSEARLY MAGNETRONS



MAGNETRONS, cont.MAGNETRONS, cont.

There was little prior theory or research to guide There was little prior theory or research to guide 
them, except they found that H. Hertz had them, except they found that H. Hertz had 
calculated the resonant wavelength of a wire loop calculated the resonant wavelength of a wire loop 
resonator was 7.94 times its diameter.  A 6 resonator was 7.94 times its diameter.  A 6 
cavity resonator was designed and built with a cavity resonator was designed and built with a 
tungsten cathode in the center.  10 cm radiation tungsten cathode in the center.  10 cm radiation 
was the goal.was the goal.
The complete unit, sealed with wax, and pumped The complete unit, sealed with wax, and pumped 
continuously, was first turned on Feb. 21, 1940.  continuously, was first turned on Feb. 21, 1940.  
Power was produced, burning out lamps used as Power was produced, burning out lamps used as 
a load.  A Lecher wire system measured the a load.  A Lecher wire system measured the 
frequency as 9.8 cm.frequency as 9.8 cm.



RADAR ASTRONOMYRADAR ASTRONOMY

The main outcome of the EME event was The main outcome of the EME event was 
the beginning of radar astronomy.  The the beginning of radar astronomy.  The 
early efforts in this field were in Great early efforts in this field were in Great 
Britain by Bernard Lovel and Martin Ryle.  Britain by Bernard Lovel and Martin Ryle.  
The next place of activity of Australia, led The next place of activity of Australia, led 
by Taffy Bowen, an early British radar by Taffy Bowen, an early British radar 
expert, who was a member of the TIZARD expert, who was a member of the TIZARD 
mission.mission.
Each group made some major discoveries, Each group made some major discoveries, 
and competed with each other for years.and competed with each other for years.



HAM RADIO and MICROWAVESHAM RADIO and MICROWAVES

Prior to WW II activity was mainly VHF and Prior to WW II activity was mainly VHF and 
UHF, 50 thru 420 megahertz.UHF, 50 thru 420 megahertz.
RADAR equipment developed in WW II RADAR equipment developed in WW II 
changed all that.  Amateur transmission was changed all that.  Amateur transmission was 
shut down during the war, reopened Nov. shut down during the war, reopened Nov. 
15, 1945.15, 1945.
Bands available were 2300Bands available were 2300--2450 and 52502450 and 5250--
5650 megahertz, and 10.05650 megahertz, and 10.0--10.5 and 21.010.5 and 21.0--
22.0 gigahertz.  Above 30 gigahertz, 22.0 gigahertz.  Above 30 gigahertz, 
unassigned.unassigned.



10 GHZ RECORD10 GHZ RECORD
On July 31, 1960, Len, W7JIP, and Ernie, W7LHL On July 31, 1960, Len, W7JIP, and Ernie, W7LHL 
made a twomade a two--way contact on 10 ghz of 426 km.  way contact on 10 ghz of 426 km.  
Using klystrons and wideUsing klystrons and wide--band FM, this record band FM, this record 
stood for 16 years.stood for 16 years.
I was with Len on Mary’s Peak, west of Corvallis , I was with Len on Mary’s Peak, west of Corvallis , 
OR, for the contact.  I had been operating a CPSOR, for the contact.  I had been operating a CPS--
9 weather radar there for Oregon State College.  9 weather radar there for Oregon State College.  
It was also a great location for the VHF contests.  It was also a great location for the VHF contests.  
Len set up early in the morning, aiming the dish, Len set up early in the morning, aiming the dish, 
and setting the klystron frequency, and then in and setting the klystron frequency, and then in 
about an hour the signal came in.about an hour the signal came in.



DISTANCE RECORDSDISTANCE RECORDS
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10 GHZ10 GHZ
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OSCAR OSCAR -- Orbital Satellite Carrying Orbital Satellite Carrying 
Amateur RadioAmateur Radio

Project OSCAR started in 1960 in the Silicon Project OSCAR started in 1960 in the Silicon 
Valley and was responsible for the construction of Valley and was responsible for the construction of 
OSCAROSCAR--1.  It was successfully launched from 1.  It was successfully launched from 
Vandenberg AFB in Calif. on Dec. 12, 1961.  It Vandenberg AFB in Calif. on Dec. 12, 1961.  It 
was carried on a Thorwas carried on a Thor--Agena rocket as ballast, Agena rocket as ballast, 
and placed into an orbit of 152 to 295 miles.and placed into an orbit of 152 to 295 miles.
OSCAROSCAR--1 orbited for 22 days, transmitting the 1 orbited for 22 days, transmitting the 
“HI’ greeting in Morse code.  It was powered by “HI’ greeting in Morse code.  It was powered by 
batteries only.  It reentered the atmosphere and batteries only.  It reentered the atmosphere and 
burned Jan. 31, 1962.burned Jan. 31, 1962.
My part on OSCARMy part on OSCAR--1 was escorting it into 1 was escorting it into 
Lockheed for shock testing, using a calibrated Lockheed for shock testing, using a calibrated 
hammer.hammer.
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